The Improvements Continue at Club Land’or!

Our ongoing renovation program is in full swing, as evidenced by these new photos just in from Paradise Island. Note how the addition of shower/tubs, larger bathrooms, flat screen televisions, updated furnishings, bar seating in the kitchen, French doors and a more open look give a fresh, fashionable new appearance to the villa shown below.

Bahamian Travel Tips:
Duty-free shopping on cameras, binoculars and telescopes, china and crystal, watches and clocks, jewelry, perfumes, fine linens and tablecloths, liquor and leather goods is readily available on Bay Street in Nassau. Savings on these items are between 25% - 50% below U.S. prices!
We Welcome Our New Members

The Carters of the Midwest                      The Kiernans of Spain                                   The Sheltons of Canada
The Johnstons of the South                      The Wills family of the South                            The Glemkes of the Northeast
The Gaines’ of the Northeast                      The Butlers of the Southeast                              The Cullens of the Southeast
The Matthews family of the South                      The Federof the Southwest                                The Kyle family of the South
The Devendorfs of the Northeast                      The Wilsons of the Southeast                               The Falloons of Canada
The Sayers family of the Northeast                      The McKinleys of the Southeast                             The Liebs of the Midwest
The Banks family of the Northeast                      The Jennings’ of the Southeast                             The Wolves of the Midwest
The Scott family of Canada                        The Nash family of the Midwest                              The Kohls of the South
The Rutherfords of the Southeast                      The Alder family of the Midwest                             The Lanes of the South
The Dunlaps of the Southeast                        The McWhorters of the South                                The Dunkels of the Midwest
The Rosen family of Canada                        The Cruz family of the Midwest                               The Gurniccas of the South
The Drapers of the Southwest                        The Romeros of the Northeast                                The Keelers of the South
The Turleys of the Southeast                        The Mungroo-Maharaj family of the Caribbean

* Due to privacy laws, members are noted by general geographic location only

Praise for The Blue Lagoon Seafood Restaurant

We have seen the Blue Lagoon and kept meaning to go there. We finally got there and had a pleasant experience. We both started with soup - seafood bisque for me and French onion for my husband. Both soups were served hot (excellent) and were very tasty. I had lobster Thermidor which was excellent and my husband had lobster fettuccini which he devoured. Dessert was a peach Melba which we both enjoyed. I appreciated the small after drink drink which accompanied the meal....The service was outstanding! I really appreciated the attentive attention to details.

- Trip Advisor Review of January 28, 2013

In 2007, Dream Catchers at the Cori Sikich Therapeutic Riding Center partnered with the College of William and Mary School of Education to study the positive impact of therapeutic horseback riding for children with autism. Findings from this study, which are supported by evidence-based data, document the positive impact of therapeutic riding for children with autism. In addition, the study documents that the effectiveness extends into the school classrooms. This study, entitled “The Association Between Therapeutic Horseback Riding and the Social Communication and Sensory Reactions of Children with Autism”, was published in February 2013 in the Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders. You have the opportunity to assist in this worthwhile cause by making plans to attend the Annual Bridles & Bow Ties Event on May 18th. This event provides scholarships for the Dream Riders Program and is an evening which features tours of the facilities, a student riding demonstration, an elegant dinner and a live auction which includes fabulous trips! For more information about Dream Catchers, therapeutic riding, or Bridles & Bow Ties 2013, please visit www.dreamcatcherswilliamsburg.org.

Land’or Concierge’s Go Green Sale!

Purchase $300.00 in Advance Purchase Meal Plans and/or Activity Packages, and receive 1 complimentary Beach Access Pass. Purchase $600.00 in Advance Purchase Meal Plans and/or Activity Packages, and receive 2 complimentary Beach Access Passes!

*Purchases must be made between March 1, 2013 and March 29, 2013 in order to receive passes. Can not combine orders. Maximum 2 complimentary Beach Access Passes per order.